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When you see this logo, ask your 
Consultant about dating and hosting  
a Tupperware party.

Life is busy.
Let us help. 
Our latest innovation, the 
revolutionary Tupperware® 
Smart Multi-Cooker steams, 
cooks grains and pasta PLUS 
cooks a full meal all at once 
and all in one space-saving, 
smart design.

4-in1! It’s everything you love 
about the SmartSteamer, 
Rice Maker and Pasta Maker 
but with the added benefit of 
multi-cooking. Cook pasta or 
potatoes in the base while 
steaming an entrée and side. 

Prepare real, wholesome food 
in real Tupperware® products—
tools for real life.

VISIT tupperware.ca to learn 
more about our products, 
hosting a party and becoming a 
Consultant. Check out our blog 
for recipes, tips and the real dish 
from our Sales Force Members 
on why they love what they do.

TURN THE 
PAGE & 

SEE HOW TO
GET IT FREE!

4-in-1
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*Limit one of each Host 
Offer with qualifying 
party sales and two 
friends who date and 
hold their own parties 
within 21 days.

AND GET IT FREE! TURN THE PAGE TO FIND OUT HOW TO  
QUALIFY FOR THIS HOST GIFT SPECIAL AND MORE.

HOST 
GIFT

SPECIAL

NEW PLUS  
stain guard!
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b

FREE!  
WITH A $600 PARTY+2 DATINGS HELD*

a  CrystalWave® PLUS 14-Pc. Set
Now with PLUS stain guard so containers stay beautiful. Superior 

seal for clean commuting and splatter-free reheating. Includes 
eight 4-Cup/1 L Rectangulars, four 7-Cup/1.7 L Rectangulars  

and two 9½-Cup/2.3 L Rectangulars.
$233 value. 

8791  $90 in Host Credit

FREE!  
WITH A $850 PARTY+2 DATINGS HELD*

b  Ultimate Planover Set
Increase your party sales total and receive the world exclusive 

Tupperware® Smart Multi-Cooker in addition to the entire 
CrystalWave® PLUS 14-Pc. Set. You now have the 

ultimate game plan for fast, flavorful home-cooked 
meals in minutes PLUS planovers for the next day. 

The 4-in-1 Tupperware® Smart Multi-Cooker is an 
all-in-one solution to steaming stacked meals, plus 

preparing up to 8 cups of cooked rice and up to  
6 cups pasta, depending on shape.  

$388 value. 
8792  $128 in Host Credit

MULTI-COOK STEAM
4-in-1! The Smart 
Multi-Cooker is a 
SmartSteamer,  
Rice Maker and 
Pasta Maker all 
in one. It saves 
valuable time, 
money and 
cabinet space.

2 New Products,  
1 Ultimate Party

Invite friends to shop at your Tupperware party* and we’ll reward you with 
the exclusive Tupperware® Smart Multi-Cooker AND an exclusive set of 
the all new CrystalWave® PLUS with stain guard technology. So date a 

party with your Consultant today!

EVERYTHING
SHOWN HERE:

FREE
with $850 party
+ 2 datings held*

$388 value.

HOST

PASTAGRAINS

optional
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HOST
swag
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Date me and get it FREE!
Food, Friends, Freebies—all at a Tupperware party.

HOST A PARTY
and when your party’s sales 
reach $200+ choose of one 
of these Date & Hold Gifts 
FREE! It’s our way of saying 
thanks for hosting and 
providing recipe ingredients.

PLUS, EXCLUSIVE  
HOST OFFERS
when your party achieves qualifying 
sales and two or more of your guests 
date and hold their own parties within 
21 days, you qualify for exclusive 
merchandise that gives you more value, 
like the HOST GIFT SPECIAL including 
two new products on pgs. 4–5. 

ENJOY HOST CREDIT 
& HALF-PRICE 
SELECTIONS.  
The higher your party’s sales, 
the more Host Credit you’ll earn 
towards a shopping spree for 
FREE Tupperware® products. At 
the same time, you’ll qualify to 
purchase up to three additional 
products of your choice at half 
price.

Jel-Ring® Mold (pg. 27)Microwave Breakfast  
Maker Set (pg. 37) 

EXCLUSIVE SET  
6-Pc. Mini Set

Host Credit and half-price selections may be 
redeemed for ANY item in this catalog, except the 
fundraising items and special offer featured on 
back cover.

Half-price selections and Host offers do not count 
toward the party sales used to calculate Host 
Credit. Future datings must be held within 21 days.

Shipping is free for all items purchased with 
Host Credit. Shipping is charged on items 
purchased without Host Credit, co-pay offers 
and half-off items.

PARTY  
SALES

EXCLUSIVE  
Thatsa® Jr. Bowl

Quick Shake® Container
(pg. 15)

EXAMPLE: 
$600

CHOOSE ANY 2 
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS 
AT HALF-PRICE

HOST CREDIT  
EARNED

$325–$599 110% OF PARTY SALES
(=$33–$60 IN HOST CREDIT)

$600–$1,099 15% OF PARTY SALES
(=$90–$165 IN HOST CREDIT)

$1,100  
OR MORE 320% OF PARTY SALES

(=$220 OR MORE IN HOST CREDIT)

$600 X 15%=
$90 IN HOST CREDIT

HALF-PRICE  
SELECTIONS

HOST 
GIFT

SPECIAL

HOST
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Before Tupperware, I’d 
tried a few other home-
based businesses. So 
my husband and I were a 
little on the fence about 
my trying another—more 
money, more time, another 
business. But when I found 
out I was expecting a 
child, I began to look more 
seriously at Tupperware. 
Since jumping into the 
business, I’ve earned trips 
to Cancun, New York and 
Orlando with my husband 
and kids.
And Tupperware has 
provided me with a new 
vehicle every two years 
since 2002. There’s nothing 
like that phone call telling 
me that my new car is in. 
Talk about exciting!

And I’ve had the amazing 
opportunity to help 
surprise another sales 
force member with a car, 
too. When Nicki joined 
the business, I helped her 
build a team and grow 
to Manager status. She 
was then entered into a 
drawing, won a car and I 
was able to call her from 
stage and tell her she’d 
won. I was more excited 
for her than if I’d won it 
myself! 
A few months later at 
training, we surprised Nicki 
and presented the car to 
her. I’ve been there for her 
from the get-go in this 
business. So to see her 
succeed as a Manager and 
win a car because of it—it 
was just amazing! And I 
feel honored that I could be 
a part of it all.

And that’s what 
Tupperware is all about—
helping each other win. I’m 
surrounded by women who 
believe in me, even when 
I don’t believe in myself. 
And, in turn, I’ve helped 
others succeed.
There’s nothing better than 
helping my team members 
grow their businesses and 
seeing what that does 
for their personal growth 
and also for their families’ 
lifestyles. Because I know 
it’s been a real life changer 
for me and my family.
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LOLITA GODFREY
Star Director

Pitt Meadows,
British Columbia

CONFIDENCE BECOMES YOU 
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No signature dish? DATE YOUR CONSULTANT and learn simple potluck and other 
wow-the-crowd recipes at a Potluck Pleasers party. Make Bacon Beer Cheddar Spread 
your rave worthy go-to for every get-together.

PREPARE
HomemadEasy

Prices do not include taxes
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a
c

Power Chef™ System
Blends, mixes, emulsifies and chops with an easy pull of a cord.

It also cleverly integrates with the Chop ’N Prep™ Chef.

WANT TO LOVE  
WHAT YOU DO?  
Power up with the 
Power Chef® System in 
Tupperware’s Business Kit 
when you say yes!

Premium System 
includes large and 
small bases.

b  Chop ’N Prep™ Chef
Our popular, smaller chopper integrates 
with the Power Chef® System. Ideal
for chopping herbs, nuts, garlic and 
small veggies. Includes pull-cord cover, 
three straight blades, 1¼-cup/300 mL  
anti-skid base, blade protector and  
liquid-tight seal.  
1240  Salt Water Taffy/Sugar  $47.00 

a  Power Chef™ System 
Large-capacity, super-efficient prep. 
Includes pull-cord cover, adaptor ring 
with soft cap for funnel insertion, three 
curved blades, paddle whisk, funnel with 
measurements, 5¾-cup/1.35 L base
with anti-skid ring, blade protector and 
liquid-tight seal.  
1238  Salt Water Taffy/Sugar  $83.00

SPECIAL VALUE  
c  Power Chef™ Premium System
Two base sizes for different sized jobs. 
Includes Power Chef® 5¾-cup/1.35 L base 
with anti-skid ring, Chop ’N Prep™ Chef  
1¼-cup/300 mL anti-skid base, ONE 
pull-cord cover, adaptor ring, three curved 
blades, three straight blades, paddle whisk,  
funnel with measurements, two blade 
protectors and two liquid-tight seals.   
$112 value. 
1233  Salt Water Taffy/Sugar  $95.00

 - Quality Warrantied products are not covered by Limited Lifetime Warranty. See pg. 60. TOP SELLER

 Includes storage seals
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a

Create unique culinary fusions, control what 
goes into your food and avoid fillers and 
preservatives. Begin with the Grate Master® 
Shredder or Fusion Master®  Sorbet Maker and 
add accessories to customize a system that  
fits your tastes.

a  Grate Master® Shredder 
Prepare quick fruit or veggie salads, appetizers, 
shreded cheese and other dishes and garnishes.
Base included.  
1227 Black/Chili/Snow White $124.00

b  Fusion Master® Sorbet Maker 
Make sorbet at home with natural ingredients
and no preservatives. Base included.   
1284 Black/Chili/Snow White $124.00

Master Systems
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PREPARE

b

c

d

c  Grate Master® Shredder Accessory
Includes grater and two cones for fine and 
coarse shredding.  Base not included. 
1226  Chili/Snow White  $74.00

d  NEW Grate Master® Cones Trio
Set of three cones to slice fruits and 
veggies, grind crackers, nuts and chocolate 
and also shave ice with protective cover.  
Base and grater not included. 
1225  Chili/Snow White  $57.00

f  Fusion Master®  
Sorbet Maker Accessory
Includes sorbet insert and spout.  
Base and mincer not included. 
1510  Chili/Snow White  $69.00

e  Fusion Master® Mincer Accessory
Customize meat blends and avoid fillers. 
Includes mincer and sausage insert. 
Base not included.  
1575  Chili/Snow White  $74.00

safety case

Prices do not include taxes

ALREADY HAVE  
A MASTER SYSTEM? 
Turn it into a shredder, mincer or  
sorbet maker with accessories.

e

f
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It’s the bow on top! Compound butter is a flavor medley that takes crackers, meats and 
pastas to the next level. So DATE YOUR CONSULTANT to make Orange & Fig or Porcini 
Butters and other Gourmet Gifts. Butter up that someone special.
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PREPARE

Counterscaping Containers
Oil, vinegar and dressing pour cleanly from the unique spout.

Dry goods stay fresh and accessible. Beautifully dresses countertops.

a  Squeeze It™ Bottles
Store creative condiments, sauces
and more. 12 oz./350 mL. Set of two.
434  Black  $25.00

c  Counterscaping Medium Liquid Container
20 oz./600 mL.  
430  Black  $18.00
 
d  Counterscaping Large Liquid Container
32 oz./1 L.  
429  Black  $23.00 

b  Counterscaping Dry Containers 
Keep dry goods within reach.  
Included spoons clip into the covers.. 
19 oz./580 mL. Set of two. 
431  Black  $36.00 

e  Season-Serve® Container
Built-in grids on base and seal
ensure complete marinade coverage.  
12½ x 10½ x 4½”/31.8 x 26.7 x 11.5 cm.
734  Salt Water Taffy/Snow White  $26.50 

 
f  Quick Shake® Container
Shake and take. Shake to blend your 
dressings, marinades, protein drinks and 
more. Flip-top cap locks open for easy 
dispensing or drinking.  Includes blender 
wheel insert. 2½ cup/600 mL.  
733  Berry Bliss/Raindrop  $20.00

Prices do not include taxes

a b

c d

e
f
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a  Mandoline
Speedy slicer. This high-grade 

kitchen tool quickly and easily
cuts produce into eight shapes: 

slices, sticks, diamonds, waffles, 
cubes, julienne, crinkle slices 

and crinkle sticks. Make salads, 
slaws,  potato dishes and more. 

Legs fold for compact storage 
and blades store safely in                                                    

included blade case. 
1230  Black/Chili/Snow White  

$95.00

WANT TO LOVE WHAT YOU DO? 
Ask your Consultant how you can earn 
the Mandoline when you say yes to the 
Tupperware Opportunity.

 - Quality Warrantied products are not covered by Limited Lifetime Warranty. See pg. 60.  TOP SELLER
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PREPARE

f

b c d e

g

Universal Series Knives
Slice and dice your way to gourmet. High-performance, high-quality knives with color coded grips 

and protective sheaths. Superior craftsmanship ensures you get the right cut every time. 

Sharpens both 
straight and 

serrated knives. 

b  Universal Series Knives  
3-Pc. Multipurpose Set
Includes Paring Knife (31⁄3"/8.5 cm),  
Utility Knife (4"/10.3 cm) and Serrated 
Utility Knife (5¼"/13.4 cm).
857  Black/Fuchsia Kiss/Orange Peel/
Popsicle  $69.00 

e  Universal Series Cheese Knife 
51⁄3”/13.6 cm.
856  Black/Hot Pepper  $29.00 

f  Universal Knife Sharpener 
Features protective shield and  
non-skid feet.  
858  Black/Rhubarb  $39.00

c  Universal Series Chef Knife
7¾"/19.7 cm. 
854  Black/Grape Fizz  $38.50

d  Universal Series Bread Knife 
Slice without the smoosh. Specially 
designed serration keeps bread intact 
while cutting. 7¾"/19.7 cm.
855  Black/Lupine  $35.00

g  Cutting Board
Designed with a convex side, for vegetables, fruits and meats. And concave side 
for slicing and serving cheese or bread at the table. Integrated handles for easy 
carrying. Gutters with easy pouring features on each side catch juices or crumbs. 
Anti-skid feet ensure countertop stability. 14.96 x 11 x ¾"/38 x 28 x 1.9 cm. 
740  Snow White  $59.00

Prices do not include taxes
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a  NEW Apple Corer
Quickly and easily removes apple 
core. 
1262  Salt Water Taffy  $19.00 

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
b  Universal Peeler
Use straight edge for hard produce and 
serrated edge for soft.  
1260  Raindrop  $15.00 

a b

Prices do not include taxes
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PREPARE

c d e

Kitchen Gadgets
Prep jobs are easier with reliable,  

easy-to-use products in hand.

d  Garlic Wonder® Gadget
Three-in-one design—peel, mince and 
crush garlic with ease.  
1258  Black  $35.00

e  Grate ’N Measure® Grater
Grate cheeses, chocolate, vegetables  
and more. Features 2½-cup/600 mL  
sheer measuring bin and stainless  
steel blade .
1259  Snow White  $23.00 

f  Zest ’N Press® Gadget
Zest and press citrus to extract maximum 
flavor and goodness. Chamber holds up to 
¼-cup/60 mL. 
1297  Raindrop/Salt Water Taffy  $43.50 

c  Can Opener
Leaves no sharp edges. Large, easy  
turn handle. 
1291  Black/Snow White  $42.00 

h  Ice Cream Scoop   
Cuts through the hardest 
ice cream.  
1261  Salt Water Taffy/
Snow White  $35.00 

g  Corkscrew
No other corkscrew comes close. 
Quickest, easiest way from bottle  
to wine glass. 
1255  Black/Snow White  $35.00

f g h

Best on the market 
—no cork breakage!

 - Quality Warrantied products are not covered by Limited Lifetime Warranty. See pg. 60.  TOP SELLER
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a

b

Prices do not include taxes

a  Double Colander
Use top and bottom separately or fit them 
together for secure rinsing and draining. 
735  Raindrop/Sugar  $25.50

b  Quick Chef® Pro System
Versatile, turn-handle food processor makes 
it easy to create salsas, ice cream, chopped 
salads and more. Includes three straight 
blades for chopping, paddle whisk, funnel 
with measurements, small basket for quick 
drying veggies and herbs, cover with handle, 
5½-cup/1.3 L base with anti-skid ring and liquid-
tight seal.  
1249  Raindrop/Sugar  $83.00

Turn handle easily controls 
processing speed.

 - Quality Warrantied products are not covered by Limited Lifetime Warranty. See pg. 60. 
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PREPARE

c d

e f g

Kitchen Tools
Long-lasting, durable kitchen tools serve up a stellar performance.  

Ideal to use with UltraPro Ovenware on pg. 43 and Chef Series II Cookware on pg. 47.

c  Spatula 
1278  Black/Tropical Water  $12.50 

d  Whisk
1281  Black/Rhubarb  $12.50

e  Large Spatula  
1279  Black/Popsicle  $12.50

f  Serving Spoon  
1280  Black/Sunny  $12.50

g  Tongs 
1277  Black  $12.50

 
SPECIAL VALUE
c, e-g Kitchen Tools 4-Pc. Set
Includes Spatula, Large Spatula, Serving 
Spoon and Tongs. $50 value. 
1275  $45.00

SPECIAL VALUE
c-g  Kitchen Tools Complete Set
Includes Spatula, Large Spatula, Serving 
Spoon, Tongs and Whisk.  $62.50 value.
1283  $55.00
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a

 - Quality Warrantied products are not covered by Limited Lifetime Warranty. See pg. 60.  TOP SELLER

a  Measuring Spoons
Includes 1⁄8, ¼, ½ and 1 tsp.; plus ½ and  
1 tbsp. Snap together for neat storage.
711  Raindrop  $15.00

DATE YOUR CONSULTANT and get your kids into the 
kitchen to practice fine motor skills while enjoying 
simple recipes made with wholesome ingredients. 
All at a TupperChef party!

Prices do not include taxes
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PREPARE

b

f

g

jh

e

d

c

Thatsa® Bowls
We’ve spent over seven decades perfecting the art of the bowl and it shows.  

Each Thatsa® Bowl features a built-in thumb handle and easy-to-remove, liquid-tight seal.        

b  Thatsa® Medium Bowl 
19 cup/4.5 L. 
717  Salt Water Taffy/Sugar  $25.00

c  Thatsa® Bowl
32 cup/7.6 L. 
716  Raindrop/Sugar  $31.00 

d  Thatsa® Mega Bowl
42 cup/10 L. 
715  Berry Bliss/Sugar  $35.50

e  Measuring Cups 
Includes ¼, 1⁄3, ½, 2⁄3, ¾ and 1 cup.  
Double-sided pour spouts for left  
and right-handed users. 
710  Salt Water Taffy  $18.50 

f  Tupper® Minis 
Set of six with 1, 1½, 2-oz./30, 45  
and 60 mL markings. Store spices, 
sprinkles, candies or other small snacks. 
732  Salt Water Taffy  $18.00

g  Silicone Spatula
A beloved kitchen classic. 
1270  Berry Bliss/Sugar  $23.00

h  Small Silicone Spatula
Excellent for frosting cupcakes,  
spreading dips or reaching into jars. 
1271  Raindrop/Sugar  $19.00

j  Silicone Wonder Mat 
You’ll wonder how you lived without it.  
Line cookie sheets and baking pans to  
eliminate the need for grease, nonstick 
spray, foil or parchment paper. It’s 
microwave, freezer, fridge and oven safe  
(up to 428° F/220° C). Wipes clean easily.  
16½ x 11½"/41.6 x 29.6 cm. 
727  Berry Bliss/Sugar  $43.50 

Removable heads 
are easy to clean
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a  Microfiber Kitchen Towels
Absorbs up to eight times their weight
in water. 25 x 15”/63.5 x 38 cm. 
Set of two.
1020  Raindrop/Sugar  $23.50

b  All-In-One Mate
Zester or grater, egg separator, juicer and 
6-oz./200 mL measuring cup with cover
in one. Designed to fit the Mix-N-Stor® 
Pitcher and the All-In-One Shaker. 
739  Raindrop/Purplicious/Salt Water 
Taffy/Sugar  $19.00

ZEST/ GRATE SEPARATE JUICE

 - warrantied products are not covered by Limited Lifetime Warranty. See pg. 60. Prices do not include taxes
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PREPARE

dc

d  Mix-N-Stor® Pitcher
No-mess mixing! Cover helps prevent splatter 
while storing, provides clean storage and adjusts 
to pour a little or a lot. Removable anti-skid 
ring stabilizes pitcher during use. Sturdy handle 
provides easy pouring. Measures both dry and 
wet ingredients. 2 qt./2 L.
726  Raindrop/Sugar  $30.00

c  All-In-One Shaker
Specially designed dripless seal doubles 
as a measuring cup with markings inside. 
Ideal for making, mixing, serving and storing 
dressings and marinades. 12 oz./350 mL.  
738  Raindrop  $15.00 

All-In-One Mate 
pieces fit both.

Shaker fits inside pitcher 
for an easy ice bath.



26  Prices do not include taxes
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b

d
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c

a

Classic Takers
With our classic takers, you’re ready to bring happiness to any celebration, now and always. 

e  Jel-ette™ Molds
Set of four ½-cup/125 mL gelatin 
molds for individual desserts.
1592  Mint Ice Cream  $15.00 

f  Jel-Ring® Mold
Removable center and top seals  
make unmolding a cinch. 
795  Mint Ice Cream  $18.00 

a  Rectangular Cake Taker
Holds up to a 9 x 13"/23 x 33 cm single  
or double-layer cake. Or flip the base to 
take up to 18 cupcakes or muffins.
1511  Mint Ice Cream  $59.00

b  Snack-Stor® Large Container
Store or transport sandwiches, wraps  
and snacks. Holds up to three Egg Tray 
Inserts. 12 x 9 x 2½”/30 x 23 x 6 cm.
Egg Tray Inserts not included.
794  Mint Ice Cream  $35.00

c  Egg Tray Inserts
Includes three inserts to hold up to 24 egg 
halves for mess-free transport.
796  Mint Ice Cream  $15.00

d  Round Container 
Freezer safe! Fits a 9"/22.5 cm pie  
or up to 12 muffins.
792  Mint Ice Cream  $25.50

Classic Makers
For an elegant dessert or an easy snack, make it beautiful with our gelatin molds.

Freezer 
safe

Holds three  
Egg Tray Inserts.
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Turn a party appetizer into a comfort-filled, weeknight dinner like 
this Beer Bacon Cheddar Mac. DATE YOUR CONSULTANT and 
learn this and other time-saving tips at an Encore Entrée party.

COOK
time savers



MICROWAVE COOK
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Prices do not include taxes

a

FEATURES

Casserole Cook: 
Crisp desserts, 
casseroles, au 
gratins and pizzas 
by resting the cover 
above food. 

Grill Cook:  
Grill and sear 
sandwiches, meats 
and vegetables by 
setting the cover 
directly onto food.

a  MicroPro Grill
Microwave-grill meat, fish and vegetables in under 20 
minutes! Revolutionary, less-mess, less-stress, grill speeds 
cook time. Stainless steel shields food from microwaves 
by directing them to hot plates on both sides of food. Smart 
technology quickly heats to 425° F/220° C and remains at 
that temperature, grilling to perfection. Dual-position cover 
grills to sear in flavor or casserole cooks to a golden brown. 
Superior nonstick surface for easy cleaning and healthy 
cooking. 1½ qt./1.5 L. 
910  Canyon Blue  $249.00

MicroPro Grill 
Crisp from the microwave? Yes! Grill and casserole cook in a few microwave minutes.

Year-round grilling without weather worries. Homestyle casseroles in urban and dorm settings.  
From meats and casseroles to desserts, this innovation changes what’s possible.
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chicken cacciatori

Fall is the season to gather. DATE YOUR CONSULTANT for simple strategies that 
make cooking for a crowd easy. Try this rustic Chicken Cacciatore to keep you and 
guests warm and cozy as temperatures fall.
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MICROWAVE COOK

a

Prices do not include taxes

a  Microwave Pressure Cooker
The microwaveable, forgot-to-prep-this-morning 
answer to slow cooking. Combines traditional 
pressure cooking methods with efficient microwave 
cooking for even heat distribution and fast cooking 
times. Great for meat, stews, legumes and dense 
vegetables. 2-qt./2 L max capacity.     
1150  Apricot/Bordeaux/Pomegranate  $179.00

*Limited Lifetime Warranty on the Microwave Pressure Cooker 
does not cover silicone parts.

WANT TO LOVE WHAT YOU DO? 
Ask your Consultant about earning  

the Pressure Cooker through the  
Confident Start Program and a  

career with Tupperware.

Raised when 
pressure is high and 
lowers as pressure 
naturally releases, 
indicating cover is 
ready to open.

One of five safety 
features, the 
regulator valve 
helps maintain 
ideal pressure. 

Microwave Pressure Cooker
Faster, better, easier. The new way to homemade. Juicy pot roast, hearty pasta and creamy risotto 

perfectly cooked in mere minutes. Reduce cooking time, enhance flavor. Get dinner done.

FEATURES

 TOP SELLER
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Who says elegant appetizers can’t be easy to make? DATE YOUR CONSULTANT and 
learn time-saving strategies to wowing your guests at a Potluck Pleasers party.



MICROWAVE COOK
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Prices do not include taxes

b

Tupperware® SmartSteamer 
Steam up, slim down. Free of added fats, steam cooking preserves nutrients, fatty acids,
vitamins and minerals. Take lean, wholesome foods from frozen to finished in minutes. 

a

a  Tupperware® SmartSteamer Tray
Specially designed for steaming sauces 
and delicate foods without damaging 
food’s texture and shape. Vents allow 
efficient steam circulation for cooking or 
reheating. Pour spout and handles allow  
for easy-pour serving. 
1588  Royal Amethyst  $11.00

b  Tupperware® SmartSteamer
Base and cover feature encased 
aluminum layers, which direct 
microwaves to the water tray below—
producing steam. Use with the colander 
tray to steam two foods at once. Includes 
water tray, steamer base, colander tray 
and cover.  
1164  Rhubarb/Royal Amethyst  $139.00

Microwaves are directed to filled water tray to 
supply cooking steam.

FEATURES

Use for toppings, 
sauces and sides!
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Work smart in the kitchen. Turn crowd-pleasing Chicken Cacciatore into weeknight 
Cozy Chicken Chili. DATE YOUR CONSULTANT and learn how to turn a Potluck 
Pleaser from pg. 30 into this Encore Entrée. Voilà!
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MICROWAVE COOK

a

b

Prices do not include taxes

TupperWave® Stack Cooker
The ultimate dinner in a dash. Brown ground beef, roast a chicken and even make cake with  

this versatile system. Prep your meal, stack the pieces, microwave cook and “beep”—it’s done! 

a  TupperWave® Stack Cooker
Includes ¾-qt./750 mL casserole/cover,  
1¾-qt./1.75 L casserole, 3-qt./3 L casserole, 
cone, colander and two seals. 
1185  Indigo  $139.00

Liquid-tight seals 
for storing meals 

before or after 
cooking. ALWAYS 

remove seals 
before cooking 
or reheating in 

the microwave. 

Invert and  
use as a 

shallow pan or 
trivet.

WANT TO LOVE WHAT YOU DO? 
Ask your Consultant about how to  

stack the rewards and benefits of the 
Confident Start Program. You could earn 

the Stack Cooker!

 TOP SELLER

b  Micro Pitcher Set
Includes 1-cup/250 mL and 2-cup/ 
500 mL pitchers.
1149  Indigo  $35.00

Flip and stack 
for mess-free 

reheating.
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a

d
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MICROWAVE COOK

b

c

Prices do not include taxes

Makers 
Make it an easy day. Get crackin’ 
first thing in the morning with 
a healthy breakfast. Midday, 
make up to nine types of grains. 
At night, perfect pasta is ready 
by the time you change from 
workwear into loungewear.

a  Microwave Rice Maker 
Cook and serve in one container.  
Double cover channels moisture back 
inside. Includes cooking guidelines for  
nine types of grains. 4 cup/950 mL.
723  Rhubarb/Royal Amethyst  $35.00  

b  Microwave Pasta Maker
Cook, strain, toss and serve.  
8 cup/1.9 L. Makes up to 1 lb./455 g  
of cooked spaghetti. 
724  Royal Amethyst  $35.00

c  Microwave Breakfast Maker Set
Includes 1¾-cup/430 mL Breakfast Maker 
and two Egg Inserts for poached eggs 
and egg patties. 
1581  Rhubarb/Royal Amethyst  $35.00

d  Microwave Breakfast Maker  
Egg Inserts 
Prepare poached eggs and egg patties 
in the microwave. Set of two. Microwave 
Breakfast Maker not included. 
1582  Rhubarb  $11.00

 TOP SELLER
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Prices do not include taxes

a  Vent ’N Serve® 7-Pc. Set
Includes 1¾-cup/400 mL Round, 2½-cup/600 mL Round,  
2½-cup/600 mL Medium Shallow, 3¼-cup/800 mL Round,  
4¼-cup/1 L Medium, 6-cup/1.4 L Large Shallow and  
6¼-cup/1.5 L Medium Deep containers.       
1146  Indigo/Mist  $149.00

to the microwave. 
Just vent the seal.

From the fridge  
or freezer

 TOP SELLER

DATE A PARTY  
and find out how to  
get this 7-Pc. Set half-off or free!

a

FEATU
RES

Vent,  
reheat  
& eat.
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MICROWAVE REHEAT

e

Note: Containers intended for reheating, not microwave cooking. Typical 
reheating is at 50–70% power, depending on the wattage of your 

microwave. Check your owner’s manual for more information

Vent ’N Serve® Containers
Why cook twice when once will do? Plan for leftovers—planovers!

A smart solution to quick, workweek meals. Fridge, freezer and microwave safe.

b  Vent ’N Serve® 
Small Rectangular Set
Set of two 1-cup/250 mL Small 
Rectangular containers.
1144  Indigo/Mist  $25.00 

c  Vent ’N Serve® 2-Pc. Medium Set
Includes 2½-cup/600 mL Medium 
Shallow and 4¼-cup/1 L Medium 
containers.
1145  Indigo/Mist  $37.00

d  Vent ’N Serve® Medium Shallow Set
Includes three 2½-cup/600 mL 
containers.  
1148  Indigo/Mist  $50.00

 

e  Vent ’N Serve® Small Round Set
Includes 1¾-cup/400 mL, 2½-cup/600 mL 
and 3¼-cup/800 mL containers. 
1141  Indigo/Mist  $53.00

b

c

d
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CrystalWave®  PLUS 
Containers 

PLUS stain guard is like putting a cloak of invisibility on stain-prone 
sauces. And without sauce stains, containers stay beautiful for  
years. Designed for an on-the-go lifestyle. Seals are commuter 
friendly and  prevent microwave splatter. No stains, no spills or 

splatter and, best of all, no fast food line. 

a

c

d

e

a  NEW CrystalWave® PLUS Soup Mug
2 cup/500 mL.
627  Brilliant Blue/Rhubarb  $12.00 

b  NEW Hot Food On the Go PLUS Set  
The name says it all. Snap-together 
fork, knife and spoon connect to liquid-
tight seal with silicone steam vent for 
microwave reheating. 6¼ cup/1.5 L.
628  Cool Aqua/Rhubarb  $25.00 

c  NEW CrystalWave® PLUS
2½-Cup/600 mL Round
629  Cool Aqua/Rhubarb  $14.00

d  NEW CrystalWave® PLUS
4¼-Cup/1.1 L Round
630  Brilliant Blue/Rhubarb  $16.50

e  NEW CrystalWave® PLUS
4-Cup/1 L Rectangular
631  Rhubarb/Turquish  $15.00

SPECIAL VALUE 
f  NEW CrystalWave® PLUS 4-Pc. Set 
Includes 2½-cup/600 mL Round,  
4¼-cup/1.1 L Round and two 4-cup/1 L 
Rectangulars. $60.50 value.
632  Brilliant Blue/Cool Aqua/Rhubarb/
Turquish  $57.00 

Note: Containers intended for reheating, not 
microwave cooking. Typical reheating is at 
50–70% power, depending on the wattage of 
your microwave. Check your owner’s manual  
for more information. 

b

f

Prices do not include taxes

with PLUS stain  
guard

without PLUS stain 
guard
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MICROWAVE REHEAT

Find the recipe for
Loaded Baked

Potato Soup
on our blog.

New PLUS  
stain guard!
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Scrumptious Apple Spice Cake for them and decadent Apple Caramel Trifle for you. 
DATE YOUR CONSULTANT and learn how to turn time spent on making a Gourmet 
Gift into an Encore Entrée.

Prices do not include taxes
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OVENWARE

a   NEW UltraPro 9"/23 cm 
Round Pan
978  Cosmos  $65.00 

b  UltraPro 2-Qt./2 L  
Casserole Pan with Cover 
971  Cosmos  $85.00

c  UltraPro 3.5-Qt./3.3 L  
Lasagna Pan with Cover
972  Cosmos  $119.00 

d  UltraPro 3.7-Qt./3.5 L  
Casserole Pan with Cover  
970  Cosmos  $95.00

c d

ba

UltraPro Ovenware
Lightweight and safe for the oven, microwave, fridge and freezer. Oven-safe up to 482° F/250° C

and freezer-safe to as low as -13° F/-25° C. Gorgeous on the table and ultra-easy to clean.  

BEGIN 
COOKING IN 
MICROWAVE

FINISH 
COOKING
IN OVEN

SAFE FOR 
FRIDGE & 
FREEZER

BEAUTIFUL 
SERVER KEEPS 
FOOD WARM

I learned to cook with the 
Stack Cooker. From there, 
I gained the confidence to 
use different methods. Now 
when I have a recipe, I can 
decide if I want to use the 
microwave or stovetop. 
I’m superbly grateful to 
Tupperware for teaching  
me how to cook.”

Melanie Miller
3 Star Director  
Beaconsfield, Quebec
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a
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OVENWARE

Prices do not include taxes

2-Step Quick 
Cooking.

Begin cooking Stuffed 
Cornish Game Hens 

in the microwave. And 
finish baking them 

in the oven. Find the 
time-saving recipe 

on our blog. And, as 
always, ask your 

Consultant for other 
quick cooking tips.

a  UltraPro 2-Qt./2 L  
Square Pan with Cover
1567  Cosmos  $85.00

b  UltraPro Oven Plate  
Warm appetizers, bake small 
entrées and even cook bacon. 
1585  Cosmos  $49.00 

b

COMPACT STORAGE

STACK COOK

TRADITIONAL COOK

INCREASE  
COOKING CAPACITY
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Prices do not include taxes

Chef Series II Cookware
Hard-anodized aluminum cookware is durable, heats quickly and evenly and is resistant to wear.

State-of-the-art nonstick material easily releases food from its surface and cleans in a cinch.

a  NEW Chef Series II 12"/30 cm Griddle 
908  $259.00 

b  NEW Chef Series II 18-Qt./17 L Roaster
with Rack
1536  $ 459.00 b  

c  NEW Chef Series II 6.2-Qt./5.8 L 
Casserole Pan with Glass Cover
907  $339.00

COOKWARE

FEATURES

Compatible with all 
cooktops 

Features state-of-the-art 
nonstick coating  

Cast-hollow, stay-cool 
handles

Tempered glass covers

c

a

b
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a

d

b

e

c

f

SPECIAL VALUE 
a–f  Chef Series II Cookware 11-Pc. Set
$1,624.00 value.
906  $1,429.00

a  Chef Series II 5.2-Qt./5 L Dutch Oven 
with Stainless Steel Cover
900  $329.00 

b  Chef Series II 4.3-Qt./4 L Sauteuse
with Glass Cover
901  $319.00  

c  Chef Series II 11"/28 cm Fry Pan  
with Glass Cover
902  $299.00 

d  Chef Series II 9"/24 cm Griddle 
903  $189.00 

e  Chef Series II 2.6-Qt./2.5 L Saucepan
with Glass Cover
904  $239.00 

f  Chef Series II 8"/20 cm Fry Pan  
with Glass Cover
905  $249.00 

WANT TO LOVE WHAT YOU DO? 
Ask your Consultant about earning the 11-Pc. Set through the  

Confident Start Program for new Consultants. 

Prices do not include taxes
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COOKWARE
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SERVE
enjoy every day

Prices do not include taxes
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SERVE

a

c

b

c  Tupperware® Impressions  
Classic Bowl Set
Includes 5½-cup/1.2 L Small, 10-cup/ 
2.5 L Medium and 18-cup/4.2 L Large,  
each with liquid-tight seal. Bowls nest  
for compact storage. 
476  Cool Aqua/Lupine/Radish  $42.00

Microwave reheatable

Tupperware® Impressions  
Serving Collection

Bold, durable serving collection makes every day beautiful. Ideal for casual dining and get-togethers.

a  Microwave Reheatable  
Luncheon Plates
Set of four 9½"/24 cm plates.
492  Sea Green  $35.00 

b  Microwave Reheatable Cereal Bowls
Set of four 2-cup/500 mL bowls with liquid-
tight seals. Remove seals before reheating. 
473  Cool Aqua/Lupine/Radish/Sea Green  
$30.00 

Note: Cereal Bowls and Luncheon Plates are 
intended for reheating, not microwave cooking. 
Typical reheating is at 50–70% power, depending 
on the wattage of your microwave. Check your 
owner’s manual for more information.

 TOP SELLER
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b c

For a festive refreshment,
infuse water with seasonal 

flavors. Find party-perfect 
recipes on our blog.

a  2-Qt./2 L Pitcher  
with Infuser Insert
Make water fun, festive and flavorful. 
494  Rhubarb/Radish  $24.50

c  Chip ’N Dip Set
Includes 1½-gal./5.7 L Chip Bowl, cover 
and two 2-cup/500 mL microwave-
reheatable dip bowls with seals. 
Remove seals before reheating.
479  Lupine  $54.00

b  Tortilla Keeper
Keep tabletop tortillas beautifully warm  
and conveniently served. 1.6 qt./1.5 L. 
478  Cool Aqua/Snow White  $29.50

Microwave 
reheatable

Just fill the insert 
with freshly cut 
fruit to add flavor.

Prices do not include taxes

a
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SERVE

d

e

f

d  Large Hourglass  
Salt and Pepper Shakers
Hinged seals keep it fresh.  
¾ cup/177 mL. 
481  Sea Green  $22.50

f  Tupperware® Impressions 
16-oz./470 mL Tumblers 
Set of four tumblers with Drip-Less  
Straw Seals. Straws not included.
472  Cool Aqua/Lupine/Radish/Sea Green  
$42.00 

e  Tupperware® Impressions 
Butter Dish 
Store and serve 1 lb./455 g (or 
two standard sticks) of butter, 
margarine or cheese. 
493  Sea Green  $13.00

I love being my own boss 
because I like doing what I 
want to do when I want to do it! 
Seriously though, I love feeling 
like I own something. It’s my 
business, I control it. When you 
work for yourself and own your 
own business, you find out who 
you are. You change from when 
you were just going through the 
motions of life doing things for 
everyone else—especially as 
mom, wife and woman. So in a 
sense, owning my own business 
has helped me own more of 
myself. And I like that.”

Cindy Watford
3 Star Director
Conroe, TX.
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ON THE GO
mobile trends



ON THE GO
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c

a

b

a  NEW Posh Plaid Lunch Set  
Fall in love with the insulated, stylish plaid bag .  
Set also includes Sandwich Keeper, Snack Cup 
and 16-oz./470 mL tumbler with liquid-tight seal 
and flip-top spout.
1534  Arctic Night  $42.00 

b  Salad On the Go Set
Set’s accessories attach to liquid-tight seal.
61/3-cup/1.5 L bowl, seal, 2-oz./60 mL
Tupper® Mini container for dressing and
snap-together fork and knife.
596  Azure/Midori  $25.00

c  Men’s Lunch Set  
Great on the course or in the office.
Includes two Sandwich Keepers, one 
Snack Cup and insulated lunch bag . 
1515  Black  $42.00

Prices do not include taxes
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a

b

c

d

Eco Water 
Bottles
Millions of disposable water 
bottles end up in landfills, 
lakes and forests each 
year. Make a difference with 
reusable bottles.

a  Medium Eco Water Bottle
25 oz./750 mL.   
579  Turquish  $11.50  

b  Large Eco Water Bottle
36 oz./1 L.   
580  Indigo  $14.00 

c  Small Eco Water Bottle
16 oz./500 mL.  
578  Azure  $8.50

d  Extra Small Eco Water Bottle
10.5 oz./310 mL.  
577  Pink Punch   $6.50 
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ON THE GO

e

f

h

g

Prices do not include taxes

SPECIAL VALUE
e  Sandwich Keepers
Cut lunch costs with reusable,  
hinged, one-piece containers.  
Set of four. $36 value.
598  Azure/Fuchsia Kiss/Indigo/Turquish
$30.00 

k

j

h  Lunch-It® Containers
Includes two containers, each with one 
11/3-cup/340 mL and two 1/3-cup/105 mL 
separated compartments plus seal.
597  Pink Punch/Snow White/Turquish  
$22.00

j Tumbler Brushes  
Soft-yet-sturdy bristles and uniquely  
angled head scrub every cranny of  
your containers, tumblers and around
the kitchen. Set of two.     
1017  Guava/Midori  $10.00

k  Eco Water Bottle Brush  
Fits Animal and Eco Water Bottles.  
Uses soft and hard bristles for optimum 
cleaning of multiple surfaces.   
1016  Azure/Cool Aqua  $11.00

f  Insulated Tumbler  
Double-wall prevents condensation
and keeps drinks cold for hours. Includes 
Drip-Less Straw Seal. 24 oz./700 mL.
Straw not included.  
1530  Turquish  $27.50

g  Snack Cups
Set of four 4-oz./120 mL containers  
with liquid-tight seals. 
477  Cool Aqua  $18.00
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KIDS
stir up fun

Prices do not include taxes



KIDS
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a

b

c d

a  NEW Kids Baking Set*
Family moments happen in the 
kitchen. Kid-sized set includes 
6-cup/1.4 L Thatsa® Mini Bowl
with seal, Mini Mix-N-Pour Pitcher, 
Mini Rolling Pin, Spatula and Mini 
Cookie Cutter.
634  Holiday Red  $30.00
* Artwork not covered by Limited  
  Lifetime Warranty.

b Shape-O® Toy
Classic children’s toy for
shape-sorting and counting. 
6½"/17 cm.
For ages six months and up.
1398  Blue/Red/Yellow  $35.00 

c  NEW Louie the Lion Snack Set 
Includes 10-oz./300 mL Snack Cup
and 12-oz./350 mL water bottle.
584 Grape Fizz $15.00

d  NEW Barnaby the Bear Snack Set 
Includes 10-oz./300 mL Snack Cup
and 12-oz./350 mL water bottle.
583  Wintergreen  $15.00
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c

b

d

© Disney/Pixar

a

Seals sold 
separately.

c Bell Tumblers Set
Tapered, textured tumblers
are sized for children’s hands. 
7 oz./200 mL. Set of four. 
511  Blue Surf/Chili/Prairie/Sunflower  $18.00 

d Sipper Seal® Domed Set
Fits 7-oz./200 mL and 10½-oz./300 mL Bell Tumblers
plus 12-oz./350 mLand 16-oz./470 mL tumblers.
Ideal for children up to 24 months. Set of four. 
507  Snow White  $11.00 

b  Disney•Pixar Cars 3 Lunch Set*
Send a securely packed, portioned lunch.
Includes Sandwich Keeper, Snack Cup and
16-oz./470 mL tumbler with liquid-tight seal
and flip-top spout.
1335  Cherry/Snow White  $30.00 
*Artwork not covered by Limited Lifetime Warranty.

a  When Mama Eats Well Recipe 
Book
A special collaboration with 
bestselling author Heidi Murkoff. 
Offers over 50 quick and easy 
recipes, plus nutritional guidance  
and helpful preparation tips for 
expectant mamas.  
1548  English
1550  French  
$12.50
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KIDS

f g

e

WONDER WOMAN  and all related characters 
and elements © & ™ DC Comics. (s17)

e  WONDER WOMAN™ Lunch Set*
Power up at lunch with fierce grace.
Includes Sandwich Keeper, two Snack Cups
and 30-oz./875 mL Thirstquake™ Tumbler.
1334  Cherry/Chickadee/Peacock  $33.00 

*Artwork not covered by Limited Lifetime Warranty.

g  Ideal Lit’l Bowls 
Set of three 8-oz./250 mL
containers with iquid-tight seals.  
510  Blue Surf/Chili/Prairie  $18.00 

f  TupperKids® Feeding Set
Changes with children as they grow. Includes 
Children’s Divided Dish with 3.4-oz./100 mL and
7.6-oz./225 mL sections plus seal and removeable
handle and 7-oz./200 mL spill-proof sippy cup 
with removeable handle and silicone seal. 
512  Lime/Orange Peel/Tropical Water  $28.00 

Prices do not include taxes
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Change the  
world with  
a purchase.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
Tupperware® brand products are warranted by 
Tupperware against chipping, cracking, breaking 
or peeling under normal non-commercial use for 
the lifetime of the product. Call your Tupperware 
Consultant or Director for free replacement. If, due to 
unavailability, actual product replacement cannot be 
made, comparable product replacement will be made, 
or credit toward future purchases of Tupperware® brand 
products will be given. This warranty gives you specific 
legal rights, and you may also have other rights which 
vary from province to province. Warranty replacement 
items or parts will be subject to shipping and handling 
charges.

QUALITY WARRANTY
Products in this catalog marked with the  symbol 
are warranted to be free of manufacturing defects for 
one year. If you receive a product you believe to be 
defective, please return it within one year of purchase 
to your Tupperware Consultant or Director for a free 
replacement. If, due to unavailability, actual product 
replacement cannot be made, we will credit the full 
purchase price amount toward future purchases of 
Tupperware® brand products. Warranty replacement 
parts or items will be subject to shipping and handling 
charges.

30-DAY WARRANTY 
Products designated with the  symbol are warranted 
to be free of manufacturing defects. This warranty 
does not include chipping or breakage of glass or 
china items due to dropping. If you receive a product 
you believe to be defective, please return it to your 
Consultant or Director within 30 days of purchase for a 
free replacement. If, due to unavailability, actual product 
replacement cannot be made, we will credit the full 
purchase price amount toward future purchases of 
Tupperware® brand products. Warranty replacement 
items or parts will be subject to shipping and handling 
charges.

MICROWAVE PRESSURE COOKER
The silicone parts are excluded from the Limited 
Lifetime Warranty.

CHEF SERIES II HARD-ANODIZED ALUMINUM 
COOKWARE & ULTRAPRO OVENWARE
Chef Series II Hard-Anodized Aluminum Cookware and 
UltraPro Ovenware carry a limited lifetime warranty 
against defects in the material or workmanship under 
normal or household non-commercial use and cared 
for in accordance to instructions. Minor imperfections, 
surface markings as a result of shipping, and slight 
color variations are normal and are not covered by this 
warranty. Warranty excludes breakage due to dropping 
of glass covers, damage to cookware attributable 
to misuse and abuse, accidents or alterations to the 
products due to overheating, use of aerosol cooking 
sprays, improper cleaning, dishwasher cleaning, use 
of caustic or other non-approved cleaners, or any 
damage which does not impair the functionality of the 
product. Tupperware shall have the right to determine 
if the item is defective and, at its option, replace it with 
a similar or equivalent item, or provide credit toward 
future purchases of Tupperware® brand products. 
Warranty replacement requires shipping the product to 
Tupperware at your expense.

The following actions will invalidate your  
Chef Series II warranty:
•  Using non-stick cookware on high heat for an extended 
period of time.

• Using aerosol cooking spray.
• Washing non-stick cookware in the dishwasher.
• Using metal utensils on any non-stick surface.
•  Using scouring pads, steel wool, abrasive cleaners 
or bleach.

All Tupperware® products are dishwasher safe unless 
noted. Actual product colors and appearance may 
differ slightly based upon photographic and printing 
limitations.

Food items and props pictured with products  
not included. Products shown not to scale.

$6 donation 
for each  

Serving Set 
purchased

a
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FUNDRAISER

GIFTS FOR THE GREATER GOOD.
Help give children confidence, 
character development, life skills—
and most importantly—HOPE.

Tupperware Brands Fund is proud 
to support organizations like Boys 
& Girls Clubs of Canada and 
others. 

Partner with us! Purchase items 
from this page or round up your 
total to the next dollar to support 
children as they reach their full 
potential as productive, caring, 
responsible citizens.

EXCLUSIVE HOLIDAY SPARKLES
a  Be Dazzled Mini Serving Set
Make playtime sparkle. Includes 8-oz./ 
250 mL mini pitcher with push-button 
seal and four 2-oz./60 mL mini tumblers. 
Recommended for ages three and older. 
9450  Assorted Starlight Colors  $16.00
$6.00 donation

b  Be Dazzled Mini Canisters
Make every day shiny and happy. Fill  
with treats as a holiday gift. 2 cup/500 mL. 
Set of three.
9451  Starlight Lipstick $22.50
$7.00 donation

All voluntary donations are to the Tupperware Brands Fund to support organizations like Boys & Girls Clubs of Canada and others.
For more information about the Tupperware Brands Fund, visit tupperwarebrands.com and click on “Social Good.”

$7 donation 
for each  

Canister Set 
purchased

Prices do not include taxes.

b
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Live the custom-home 
dream with Tupperware’s 
custom, home storage 
solutions to fit your space 
and budget. Your organized  
kitchen is within reach.

Schedule FREE, in-home 
custom kitchen planning 
with your Consultant to get 
started transforming your 
kitchen into your very own 
“after” photo.  

Complimentary service, 
personalized planning 
and installation of lifetime 
warrantied Tupperware® 
products—just plain smart.

FREE 
in-home custom kitchen 
planning to fit your space.
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KITCHEN PLANNING
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ASK YOUR 
CONSULTANT  
about FREE,  

in-home  
custom kitchen  

planning.

STORE
space savers

Prices do not include taxes
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PANTRY
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Modular Mates® Containers
Make the most of shelf space. Store more with various shapes and sizes.

Cut waste and save money. Spill-proof seals keep food extra fresh, extra long.
Save time. Find what you need and create your grocery list at a glance

with modular, see-through containers.   

SHAPES:  Go long! Storage solutions for shallow and deep shelves. Mix and match shapes. It’s all 
about finding the right fit for your space.

FO
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Simple math: 
1+1=2! Stack two 

1s to make a 2.

Size 5s are only 
available in Ovals  
and Super Ovals.

HEIGHTS:  Build up! 
Storage solutions 
for short and tall 
shelves. Stack to 
the max. Modular 
containers stack to 
make the most of 
any space.

SQUAREOVAL RECTANGULARSUPER OVAL

7¼
"/1

9 
cm

7¼"/19 cm

7¼
"/1

9 
cm

3¾"/9.5 cm 7¼"/19 cm

11
"/2

8 
cm

 

3¾"/9.5 cm

11
"/2

8 
cm

 

Two Ovals fit  
on a Square.

Two Super Ovals fit 
on a Rectangular.
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54321

54321

Pour it On
Slim, easy-grasp containers for dry foods that can be poured, such as cereal, beans, oatmeal and small pasta.

Oval 1
2 cup/500 mL; 2¼"/6 cm H. 
31  Black  $12.00

Oval 2
4¾ cup/1.1 L; 4½"/11.5 cm H.
32  Black  $13.50

Oval 3
7¼ cup/1.7 L; 6¾"/17 cm H.
33  Black  $15.50

Oval 4
9¾ cup/2.3 L; 9"/23 cm H.
34  Black  $20.50 

Oval 5
12¼ cup/2.9 L; 11¼"/28.5 cm H.
35  Black  $23.00

Super Oval 1 
3½ cup/770 mL; 2¼"/6 cm H. 
91  Black  $13.50

Super Oval 2 
7½ cup/1.8 L; 4½"/11.5 cm H.
92  Black  $18.00

Super Oval 3
11¾ cup/2.8 L; 6¾"/17 cm H.
93  Black  $23.00

Super Oval 4
16½ cup/3.9 L; 9"/23 cm H.
94  Black  $25.50

Super Oval 5
201/3 cup/5 L; 11¼"/28.5 cm H
95  Black  $28.00

OVALS
Fits shallow cabinets.

SUPER OVALS
Ideal for deep shelves.

Prices do not include taxes
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PANTRY

4321

4321

Get the Scoop
For dry foods that can be scooped, such as flour and rice. Also for bulkier chips, pretzels and large pasta.

Square 1  
5 cup/1.2 L; 2¼"/6 cm H.
61  Black  $20.50

Square 2
11 cup/2.6 L; 4½"/11.5 cm H.
62  Black  $23.00

Square 3
17 cup/4 L; 6¾"/17 cm H.
63  Black  $25.00

Square 4
23 cup/5.4 L; 9"/23 cm H.
64  Black  $28.00

Rectangular 1
8½ cup/2 L; 2¼"/6 cm H.
121  Black  $23.00

Rectangular 2 
18 cup/4.3 L; 4½"/11.5 cm H.
122  Black   $25.50

Rectangular 3 
27½ cup/6.5 L; 6¾"/17 cm H.
123  Black  $35.00

Rectangular 4
37 cup/8.8 L; 9"/23 cm H.
124  Black  $37.50

RECTANGULARS
Ideal for deep shelves. 

SQUARES
Fits shallow cabinets.
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Centers & Sets
Save money, time, space and waste. Easily locate pantry contents and maximize  
shelf storage. Stacking and mixing container shapes means you can store more.  

Organize and watch your space grow. It’s way easier than remodeling!

SPECIAL VALUE SETS
a  Pasta Center
Keep pasta, beans and rice in one area  
of your cabinet or pantry. Includes  
two Oval 4s and two Square 2s.  
$87 value. 
380  Black  $80.00

b  Beverage Center
Organize tea, coffee, creamer and sugar  
in one place. Includes two Oval 1s and  
one each Oval 3, 5, Square 2 and 3.  
$110.50 value.
381  Black  $105.00

c  Oval & Square Set
Great for cabinets and shallow shelves. 
Includes one each Oval 1, 2, 3, 4, 5— 
with one FREE Oval Pour-All Seal— 
and Square 1, 2, 3 and 4. $183 value. 
384  Black  $175.00

d  Oval Pour-All Seal
Fits all Oval containers. Flip-top locks  
open for easy pouring. 
58  Black  $6.00

Everyone loves our Modular Mates® 
Containers! ASK YOUR CONSULTANT 

how to get them half-off or free when  
you HOST A PARTY!

Oval & Square sets

Prices do not include taxes
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SPECIAL VALUE SETS
e  Baking Center
No more searching for sprinkles!  
Keep all baking supplies together in the 
Baking Center. Includes two Super Oval 
1s, two Super Oval 2s and one each 
Rectangular 1 and 2. $111.50 value.
382  Black  $105.00

f  Snack Center
Kids can help themselves to snacks  
when their faves are in one place.  
Includes two Super Oval 2s and one  
each Rectangular 1, 2, 3 and 4.  
$157 value.
383  Black  $149.00

g  Super Oval & Rectangular Set
Fits most pantries and deeper shelves. 
Includes one each Super Oval 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5—with one FREE Super Oval Pour-All 
Seal—and Rectangular 1, 2, 3 and 4.  
$193 value. 
385  Black  $234.00

h  Super Oval Pour-All Seal
Fits all Super Oval containers.  
Flip-top locks open for easy pouring.  
248  Black  $10.00 

Super Oval & 
Rectangular sets
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Easy to open  
and close seals.

c  One Touch® Reminder Canister Set
Set of four with easy open seals.  

Includes 5-cup/1.2 L Junior, 8-cup/ 
1.9 L Small, 12-cup/2.8 L Medium  

and 17½-cup/4 L Large.
324  Black  $50.00

a  Super Cereal Storer
Keep the crunch in your cereal  
until the last bowl. 20 cup/4.8 L.  
378  Black  $23.00  

BACK BY POPULAR 
DEMAND
b  Spaghetti Dispenser
Includes measuring insert  
for one or two pasta servings.  
4¾ cup/1.1 L.
635 Black  $11.00
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I love our smart solutions to easy, 
healthy cooking. Tupperware 
has taught me to cook healthier, 
using less oil and fat. So for me, 
the most valuable thing about 
going to a Tupperware party is 
learning to use the products 
so that you can make healthy, 
nutritious food for your family. 

Antonia Cruz
2 Star Director
Mundelein, ILSmart Containers

Smart features, like opaque material and vented seal panel, 
extend the life of your essential ingredients.

f Potato Smart Container 
5½ qt./5.5 L.  
394  Black  $38.00

e Onion & Garlic Smart Container 
3 qt./3 L. 
390  Black  $35.00

d  Large Spice 
Shaker Set  
Double-hinged seal 
to sprinkle or spoon  
your favorite spices. 
Includes four 1-cup/ 
250 mL large 
containers.  
228  Black  $22.50

Prices do not include taxes
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b  FridgeSmart® Small Deep
1¾ qt./1.8 L.  
73⁄8 x 55⁄8 x 51⁄3"/18.9 x 14.3 x 13.5 cm. 
661  Margarita  $22.50

c  FridgeSmart® Medium
1¾ qt./1.8 L. 111⁄8 x 73⁄8 x 25⁄8"/28.4 x  
18.8 x 6.9 cm. 
662  Wintergreen  $29.50

d  FridgeSmart® Medium Deep
1 gal./4.4 L. 111⁄8 x 73⁄8 x 51⁄3"/28.4 x  
18.8 x 13.5 cm.
663  Wintergreen  $35.50

SPECIAL VALUE 
e  FridgeSmart® 4-Pc. Set
Includes two Small Deeps, one Medium 
Deep and one Medium. $110 value. 
665  Margarita/Wintergreen  $105.00

a  FridgeSmart® Small 
¾ qt./800 mL.  
73⁄8 x 55⁄8 x 2¾"/18.9 x 14.3 x 6.9 cm.
660  Margarita  $18.50

ASK YOUR CONSULTANT  
how to get the FridgeSmart® Containers 

half-off or free  when you HOST A PARTY!

FridgeSmart® Containers
Saving money is smart. Stretching your food dollar, smart. Extending the life of your fresh

produce, really smart. Our superior venting system controls airflow and moisture,
preventing hundreds (or thousands!) of dollars in food from going to waste each year.

 TOP SELLER
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 TOP SELLER

b

c

e

f

a  Classic Sheer® Pitcher
1 gal./3.8 L pitcher with
adjustable, push-button seal. 
448  Tropical Water  $39.00 

b  Wonderlier® Bowl 3-Pc. Set
Includes 6-cup/1.4 L, 8¾-cup/2.1 
and 12-cup/2.8 L bowls with
liquid-tight seals.
447  Purple Daisy/Salsa Verde/ 
Tropical Water  $42.00 

c  Pick-A-Deli® Container
8½-cup/2 L container with lift-up
strainer for easy access to pickles,
carrots, peppers or other small foods.
449  Purple Daisy  $23.00

d  Fridge Stackables Family Set 
Includes two 2¾-cup/700 mL containers 
and one each 1.5-qt./1.5 L container, grid to 
keep cold cuts above moisture and seal.
650  Tropical Water  $34.00 

e  Fridge Stackables Cutting Board
Durable and easy to transport.  
Fits on top of Stackables containers.
653  Tropical Water  $12.00

Fridge Stackables Containers
Conveniently store cold cuts and toppings for an at-home or on-the-go sandwich station.
Grids raise food above moisture for fresh keeping and seal provides portability.

f  Sandwich Spreader
Efficient scooping and easy spreading. 
Serrated edge cuts through lunch meats.
654  Tropical Water  $9.00
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Prices do not include taxes.

Freeze-It® PLUS Containers
How do you make a multi-functional, warrantied product even better? PLUS stain guard! Fit for fridge, 

freezer and on the go. Specially designed for fast freezing to preserve food’s texture, nutrients and taste. 
Stackable to make the most of your space—wherever you use them. 

a  Freeze-It® PLUS Complete Set
Includes two of each 1¼-cup/400 mL Small 
Square, 2½-cup/600 mL Medium Shallow 
Rectangular, 3½-cup/800 mL Small Deep 
Square and 5-cup/1.3 L Medium Rectangular 
containers. Set of eight.
1100  Aruba/Aquamarine/Water Pacific  
$92.00

FEATURES
freezer safe fridge safe on the go
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d  Fresh & Pure Ice Tray
Preserve herbs and stock or create pretty 
party cubes. Flexible bottom provides easy 
ice cube removal. Hinged opening provides 
mess-free filling. Cover, fill to max line 
and freeze. Seal also shields from freezer 
particles and odors.
1114  Tropical Water  $18.00  

Flexible silicone 
bottom to easily 

remove cubes!

b  Freeze-It® PLUS 2-Pc. Set
Includes one of each 2½ cup/600 mL 
Medium Shallow Rectangular and 5-cup/
1.3 L Medium Rectangular containers.
1101  Aruba/Water Pacific  $26.50

c  Freeze-It® PLUS Small Set
Includes four 1¼-cup/400 mL Small 
Square containers. Set of four.
1100  Aquamarine/Water Pacific  $34.00

without PLUS stain 
guard

with PLUS stain  
guard
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Holiday Shopping Made Simple
A layered soup mix for the best teacher. Corkscrew for the social butterfly. And, well, everyone loves 

gourmet gifts. Fill canisters with holiday treats and share some homemade happiness.  
Ask your Consultant about gift ideas.

a  NEW Snow Place Like Home Canister Set*
 Includes 2-cup/470 mL, 4-cup/940 mL  

and 6-cup/1.4 L canisters.  
1532 Holiday Green/Holiday Red/Pearl Oyster  

$35.00

b  NEW Snow Place Like Home 
Cookie Canister*  

Holds about 30 regular-sized cookies.  
9½ cup/2.25 L.  

1533 Holiday Red/Pearl Oyster  $27.00

*Artwork not covered by Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Prices do not include taxes
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AVERAGE EARNINGS  
PER PARTICIPANT

(during Jan. 2016–Dec. 2016)
NUMBER OF

PARTICIPANTS

PERCENT OF 
ACTIVE 

PARTICIPANTS††
PERCENT OF  

 PARTICIPANTSCAREER LEVEL

19,431

18

19

5

3

688

134

18,313

183

81

61

INACTIVE 
CONSULTANT†

2 STAR DIRECTOR

3 STAR DIRECTOR

5 STAR DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

CONSULTANT

MANAGER

DIRECTOR

STAR MANAGER

EXECUTIVE MANAGER

STAR DIRECTOR

0.09%

0.10%

0.02%

0.01%

3.58%

0.70%

51.40%

0.05%

0.05%

0.01%

0.01%

1.82%

0.35%

95.38%

0.96%

0.42%

0.32%

48.44%

0.49%

0.21%

0.16%

$26.37

$58,958.48

$100,061.41

$90,040.72

$267,350.30

$3,909.09

$20,803.66

$642.09

$6,336.81

$10,001.67

$31,818.80

Start Today!
Come as you are—there’s no experience necessary. Earn up to 
30% on your personal sales. When a customer pays in cash, 
that’s cash in hand for you. And best of all, make your own 

schedule. Work as much as you want, when you want.  

With Tupperware, you can  love what you do!

Business Kit 
contains over $470  

in Tupperware®  
products &  

business tools.

Business Kit for $110
The 2 Easy Payment plan makes starting a 
Tupperware business, well, easy. When you 
register through a Tupperware Consultant, you 
can invest in your Business Kit in 2 installments 
using a credit card.*  
Even easier, as a new Consultant in the 
Confident Start Program, we’ll make your 
second installment for you when you achieve 
$1,200 in personal sales (two standard parties of 
$600) within your first 60 days. 
 

YOUR INITIAL  
INVESTMENT: $39**
IN 60 DAYS: $71
•  Talk to your Consultant
•  Visit us online at Tupperware.ca
•  Call us at 1-800-TUPPERWARE  
(1-800-887-7379) 

*When you self-register at Tupperware.ca, your credit card will be charged the full amount of the kit. Through the Confident Start 
Program, when you achieve two standard parties of $600 ($1,200 in personal sales) within your first 60 days, you’ll receive a credit 
of $71 toward your next Tupperware order.
**Prices shown here do not include applicable taxes. However, tax on the entire kit will be collected with your first payment.

INCOME DISCLOSURE SUMMARY
Note: The earnings information shown 
here is for all Tupperware Canada Sales 
Force Members who either earned profit or 
commission or both during January 2016–
December 2016. The earnings in this chart 
are not necessarily representative of the 
income, if any, that a participant can or will 
earn through his/her participation. Earnings 
information provided is for illustration 
purposes only and should not be relied on 
as a projection of your future earnings or 
profits. Any representation or guarantee of 
earnings would be misleading. Success 
with Tupperware results depends on each 
individual participant’s skills and personal 
efforts.

†Inactive Consultants are those 
participants that have earned 
some commissions from the 
sale of products, but have not 
achieved a minimum of $500 
in personal retail sales within a 
four month period during January 
2016–December 2016. 
††Participants are considered 
‘Active’ if they have achieved a 
minimum of $500 in personal 
retail sales during a four month 
period between January 2016–
December 2016. Consultants, 
Managers, Star Managers, 
Executive Managers, Directors, 
Star Directors, 2 Star Directors, 
3 Star Directors, 5 Star Directors 
and Executive Directors, as shown 
here, were all ‘Active.’
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WITH TUPPERWARE,  
DREAMS ARE  

WITHIN REACH 

Directors are eligible to enroll in the  
What’s Your Drive? Car Program.

 

Branded cars are a great way to advertise your business and, depending on your  
team’s sales, you could qualify to drive cars ranging from the Chevrolet Trax  

to the Mercedes-Benz GLS.
 

What would having a Tupperware car in your  
driveway mean to your family’s budget?

JOIN US and let’s find out—where will the party take you?

JOIN US



 TOP SELLER

®�

®�

© 2017 Tupperware. All rights reserved. Trademarks used herein are the property of their rightful owner. 
Please see the current product catalogue for information on the Limited Lifetime Warranty or the Quality 
Guarantee. Prices are subject to change without notice. All amounts are suggested retail prices and do 
not include sales taxes. All items offered are available while quantities last and Tupperware Canada Inc. 
reserves the rights to substitute items of equal or greater value. ® & TM Tupperware Canada, a division 
of Premiere Products Brands of Canada, Ltd. is the authorized user of the trademark and the trade name  
“Tupperware” and all other registered trademarks under license from Dart Industries Inc. All unregistered 
trademarks are the property of Tupperware Canada, a division of Premiere Products Brands of Canada, 
Ltd. ©2017 Tupperware Canada, a division of Premiere Products Brands of Canada, Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Printed in the U.S.A. Food items and props pictured with products not included.

Tupperware Brands Corporation is the leading global marketer of innovative, premium products across 
multiple brands utilizing a relationship-based selling method through an independent sales force of  3.1 
million. Product brands and categories include design-centric preparation, storage and serving solutions 
for the kitchen and home through the Tupperware brand and beauty and personal care products through 
the Avroy Shlain, BeautiControl, Fuller Cosmetics, NaturCare, Nutrimetics and Nuvo brands.

For information or to schedule a party, contact your Consultant, visit us online at www.tupperware.com 
or call 1-800-TUPPERWARE (1-800-887-7379).

Prices in this catalog are suggested retail prices in Canadian dollars and are subject to change without 
notice. For your convenience, you may pay by cheque, cash or with these credit cards where available. 
Please pay your Tupperware Consultant at the time you place your order.

ONLY $15 with any 
$50 order of items 
from the catalog.
EXCLUSIVE! Refrigerator Bowls 
Great giftables! For a gift they’ll use in 
years to come, ask your Consultant
about Gourmet Gift recipes and give
it in a 13½-oz./400 mL bowl. Set of four.
Limit one set with every $50 spent.  
$20 value. Save $5.
881846  Holiday Red  $15.00

YOUR TUPPERWARE CONSULTANT IS: 

Products sold by Tupperware Canada are BPA free.

facebook.com/tupperwareusca

@tupperware

@tupperwareusca

pinterest.com/tupperwareusca

tupperwareusca

(09/17 CANADIAN ENGLISH)  96724 • Ordering #s 77734/ctn • 76464/pk 2017-1542-116

Prices do not include taxes
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